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ABSTRACT 

 Now a day’s file carving has become one of the challenging problems for the digital 

forensics in order to recover files from their fragments without any presence of the file 

system allocation information.Till now there is no single mechanism which takes the real life 

fragmentation scenarios into consideration for recovering the files from the fragment image. 

So in this current thesis we are going to implement a novel smart carving technique in order 

to recover the files from the fragment images in the presence of some file system allocation 

information by taking some real life examples. Here  we try to consider a jpeg image with a 

fragmented disk that has lost its FAT with a size about 330KB.By conducting various 

experiments on our proposed method by  using  python  library on sample fragment image, 

we try to identify the  evidence recovery system  is best in detecting and recovering obscured 

evidence. Our experimental results clearly tell that smart carving achieve a higher efficiency 

and accuracy, when compared with the several primitive file recovery systems. 

Key Words:  

  Digital Forensics, Fragmentation, Smart Carving, Evidence Recovery System, 

Fragment Images. 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 File carving is a new method used in the field of computer forensics to extract the 

useful data from a diskette or any other storage device without any system file location 

assistance. This method is mainly used for recovering data and executes a forensic 

investigation. The term ―carving,‖ actually refers to extract structured data from a raw data by 

taking some specific characteristics about the original data[1]. 

 
Figure 1.Represents a Sample Fragment JPEG image with Various Cracks on the 

image 
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From the above figure 1,we can clearly identify that there are lot of cracks or 

fragments (I.e Noise and Disturbance present )on the Image.If we apply any primitive carving 

tools for extracting the original information from that raw image, it may not give accurate 

image after applying the carving tool on that damaged image. 

 

Although there are various primitive file carving tools available in the literature, none 

of them achieved high accuracy compared with our current smart carving tool which we are 

going to implement in our proposed thesis[2]. Normally if any image is browsed into file 

carving tool, the source image will be initially identified by that corresponding tool. Once the 

image is loaded into it then the cracked or fragment areas are marked with some red colour in 

order to trace easily, which is clearly shown in figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2.Represents a Morphed JPEG image with Red Colour on the Affected Areas 

on the image 

From the above figure 2, we can identify the red colour shades on the affected areas 

of that input image. This is basically done by in painting algorithm which is their in the 

literature. Once the input image is totally morphed with red colour, and then we apply the 

final step of image carving[3]. 

 

 
Figure 3.Represents the Generated Image after applying File Carving Technique 

 

From the above figure 3,we can clearly identify an generated image after applying the  

file carving technique. If we compare figure 1 and 3, we can see some sort of difference in 

extracting the missing parts and filling that missing parts on the affected area’s. But we can’t 

able to get the 100 percent accurate original image from this primitive file carving tools[4]-

[6]. Hence this motivates me to design a novel smart carving technique or tool to extract the 

raw data from a fragmented image by considering the real time scenarios. 
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 In this paper we try to implement a novel smart carving technique to recover such 

deleted files, damaged images in the absence of file system allocation information. However, 

there are often instances where files are fragmented due to low disk space, file deletion and 

modification[7]. In a recent study, FAT was found to be the most popular file system, 

representing79.6% of the file systems analyzed. From the files tested on the FAT disks, 

96.5% of them had between 2 to 20 fragments. This scenario of fragmented and subsequently 

deleted files presents further challenge requiring a more advanced form of file carving 

techniques to reconstruct the files from the extracted data fragments[8]. This proposed smart 

carving approach searches and recovers files, fragmented into two fragments that contain 

identifiable headers and footers. A carving technique introducing mapping functions by 

adding discriminators like header and footer during carving[9]. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
In this section we will find the related background work that was analyzed and studied 

in order to implement this current thesis. This section will describe the work that is related to 

several authors who discuss about data carving under various circumstances. Now let us look 

about that in detail in this below section: 

 

A) Preliminary Knowledge 

 The preliminary knowledge what we need to have before file carving, is how to 

arrange a file back to its original structure from the affected region and recover all the files 

from the raw data. The technique should not rely on the file system information, which may 

not exist (e.g. deleted fragmented file, corrupted file system). In this section, we discussed 

several existing techniques capable of performing fragmented file carving[10]. 

 

 Smart Carving technique was introduced as a combination of both Bi fragmented file 

carving and graph theoretical carving techniques that assumed most fragmented files 

comprised of the header and footer fragments only[11]. It will initially search for the header 

and footer for validating the file format during carving. Some of the main preliminaries that 

are required for file or image carving are as follows: 
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The most common general file carving techniques are: 

 

1. Header-footer or header-“maximum file size” carving—  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recover files based on known headers and footers or maximum file size 

 

 JPEG—‖\xFF\xD8″ header and ―\xFF\xD9‖ footer 

 

 GIF—‖\x47\x49\x46\x38\x37\x61″ header and ―\x00\x3B‖footer 

 PST—‖!BDN‖ header and no footer 

 

 If the file format has no footer, a maximum file size is used in the carving program. 

 

3. THE PROPOSED SMART CARVING WORKING FUNCTIONALITY 

In this section, we mainly describe the proposed smart carving working functionality 

for carving the missed or fragment images from a diskette or hard disk by considering some 

real life scenarios. Now let us discuss about this proposed smart carving functionality in 

detail as follows: 

 

Main Problem 

 Initially we try to observer how simple file carving happens. For experimental 

purpose, we look at a jpeg file structure which is opened in hexadecimal editor. 

 

 We first try to find out the header for any image, especially for JPEG images[12] the 

header start with a hexa decimal letter format like FD8FFE0. 

  

Now we need to identify the footer or trailer[13]. For this image, the trailer is 

identified with a hexa decimal string like FFD9 
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 The remaining part of the JPEG file is contents itself which holds the image 

information. 

 Now we need to recover that image and try to match with the real time scenario of the 

same document which is kept aside separately for matching purpose. If both the images are 

appeared same, then the carving is done successfully and image is extracted [14]. 

 In the above figure, we can see the a lot of  raw data  including image content, words 

and symbols that combine present in that word document. So first if we want to identify or 

carve the image from that hexa decimal content, we can search for the JPG file signature to 

show us the location of the first JPG image. As we know that JPEG always start from  header 

with value of FFD8FFE0[15]. 

 So we try to search that string manually or by pressing  

 

        HxD > Search > File (or Ctrl + F) 

 

 
 

Now we try to identify the JPG file header from where it is starting and now we try to 

map those header values with the footer value.Along with this we need to find out the JPG 

header signature value at Offset 14FD. 

 
 

Now we try to find out the footer offset value 
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 As we know that header will be in start and  footer will be at the end of that image hex 

decimal content. So we need to search both offset values at once to extract the exact image 

content.So for that reason we try to set a block in order to find out the header and footer of an 

image accurately 

 

 
 

 Now the entire jpg file will be highlighted in blue color. This block of data now needs 

to be copied into the clipboard so that it can be stored as a separate file. 

HxD > Edit > Copy or Ctrl + C or Right Click > C 

 

 Now the blue color text is nothing but content related to JPG image and now we need 

to copy all that data and paste on a separate file. 

 
 

 All the copied content is saved on a separate file 
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 Now we try to save this recovered image on a separate location to match the content 

 

 
 Now we got a recovered image which is same as the matched image. 

 

4. ALGORITHMIC FLOW 

 Here we try to find out the algorithmic flow of our current smart carving tool .The 

current design of our tool is split into the four main methods depicted in Fig. 

 

 
 

 Method Cluster estimates the cluster size l cluster and the file system offset pfs offset 

from known file headers found in the data it is important to note that when evaluating the raw 

carving performance, we will not always use this method; i.e., when the cluster size is forced 

to a certain value, we do not execute this method. 

 

 Method Single implements carving of single-fragmentJPEG files. 

 

 Method Reduce removes the clusters from data search space S that cannot contain 

encoded JPEG pixel data and the data search space S is essential throughout the whole of 

Image carve. It is both input and output for each of the four main methods, and thus also 

input and output for the tool itself. At any point in time, Data dump D is only used as input 

and is never changed. 

 

 Search space S indicates which clusters of data dump D still to be investigated for 

(possibly) containing JPEG data in following methods. A user can provide an initial search 
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space as an input for image carver via image file containing the relevant data ranges. This 

initial search space could for example have been obtained by removing data ranges that can 

be skipped (e.g. data ranges of allocated files, files already carved with some other tool or 

even our tool run with for example a different cluster size). When the cluster size and file 

system offset is then determined by method Cluster, or forced to a certain value, search 

space S is initialized with this cluster size and file system offset and the given text file with 

data ranges. In method Single the carving is limited to search space S, and the clusters 

belonging to single-fragment JPEG files that are carved, are removed from S (because 

already carved part scan then be skipped in the following methods). As already indicated, the 

purpose of method Reduce is to remove the clusters from search space S that cannot contain 

encoded JPEG pixel data.  

 

 This output can then be used to eliminate the already investigated areas from being 

scanned by another tool or, as mentioned above, our own tool. The reason for executing the 

methods in this order, and more specifically for splitting up the carving process into the 

methods Single and Multi is due to the fact that scanning for single-fragment JPEG files is 

computationally much less complex than scanning for multi-fragment JPEG files. In only a 

single sequential scan of the data dump all single-fragment JPEG files can be recovered. In 

contrast, potentially a lot of data will be scanned multiple times during the carving of multi-

fragment JPEG files. Consequently, it is imperative that the less computationally complex 

methods are executed first. 

 

  The implementation of Image carver to conduct proof-of concept experiments on 

reconstructing and recovering evidentiary JPEG image files from the acquired raw data, and 

compared the results with the commercial recovery system, utilizing the greedy heuristic 

algorithms. In the experiments, we aim to recover the images which were deleted.  

 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Implementation is the stage where the theoretical design is converted into 

programmatically manner. In this stage we will divide the application into a number of 

modules and then coded for deployment. We have implemented the proposed concept on 

Python programming language in order to show the performance this proposed smart carving 

tool and try to extract the data or images from the fragmented area’s. Now let us look at the 

implementation screens in detail as follows: 

 

Consider a photo and python versions go through a fragmented disk that have lost its FAT 

(and any other system part). We start with the picture, about 330KB: 

 
 We then try to encode by converting into hexadecimal file using imagetohex.py and 

then test the new hex file with hexview.py to be sure all is OK: 
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 The Hexadecimal file which we have to check using hexview.py for the above file is 

as follows: 

 
 Now we put the JPEG which is detrioded by the detroidimage.py in a floppy disk 

image already about half full, that have gone through various cycles of updating and deleting. 

As a result the data is laid out like this: 

 
 Normal files (picture included) are in green, and  in different shades of blue. Then 

with an hex editor we zap the first system sectors and the FAT (in red). 

 
 We start with the free FlexHex, which is the go-to tool for these kind of jobs using 

exe1.py 
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As expected, something has been recovered. The very first parts of the photos are OK, but 

then they degrade quickly as other random blocks of data where mixed in. We have all seen 

JPEGsending up like this: 

Other popular recovery tools lead to the same results. It's not anyone fault: it's just not 

possible to know how the various fragment are concatenated, without an index or some kind 

of list (there are approaches based on file type validators that can in at least some cases 

differentiate between spurious and valid blocks, but that's beside the point). 

 But with a FlexHex file it's a different story. Each one of its block can't be fragmented 

more, and contains all the needed data to be put in its proper place in sequence. So let's 

proceed with the recovery of the FlexHex files. To spice things up, the disk image file is run 

through a scrambler that swaps variable sized blocks of sectors around.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The resulting layout is now this. The image hexfiles are compared and validate the distortion 

with discriminators. Then the original image can recovered by hexfiles as follows: 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

 In this paper, we finally implemented carving system to speed up the process of 

carving while not compromising on the search regions and fragmentation scenarios. Based on 

the study on the fragmentation of data on existing hard drives, we evaluated the performance 

of our carver and show that a very significant and high percentage of files is completely 

carved within a few carving steps. We also implemented our carving system and compared 

our automated evidence recovery with that of the existing commercial system.The existing 

carving system is capable of handling deleted and fragmented files. In the proof-of-concept 

experiments, we observed that the existing system took a longer time (2 mins 49 secs for the 

Crime Scene Image and 6 mins 23 secs for the distorted Image) to process the carving and 

were not able to successfully recover the image files in the above-mentioned scenarios, while 

the smart carver successfully recovers the evidence accurately and consistently, within a 

shorter time of ≈1.4 mins for each file. 
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